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What is text reuse?



“Boscobel: or, the compleat history of His Sacred Majesty's most miraculous preservation after the battle of 
Worcester, which was fought Sept. 3, …” (1660), Blount, Thomas, 1618-1679

“broad pieces to the king, judging they would be necessary to him in his present condition; for he durfi carry no money 
about him in his mean garb and short cut hair, except about ten or twelve Lhillings in silver. Windham hereupon went to 
Lime, and spoke with Elef- don about hiring a Ihip, which he undertook; but not till he was told, it was for His Ma- jefty's 
transportation. During the four or five dayv\" which the King this first time staid at Windham's, where he was was known by 
most of the family, e heard the bells ring, and feeing a company got to- gether in the church-yard, which wa4 very near the” 
[...]

A general history of England. ... . Containing an Account of the first Inhabitants of the Country, and the 
Transactions in it, from the earliest … (1754) Carte, Thomas, 1686-1754

" 300 broad pieces to the king, judging they would be necefhry for him in his prefelit condition; for he durst carry no money 
about him in his mean garb and his short cut hair, ex- cept about ten or twelve shillings in silver. Windham hereupon went to 
Lyme, and 1poke to Elefi'on about hiring a lhip, which he undertook: but not till he was told, it was for his majetfy's 
transportation. During the four or five days, which the king, this sirss time, flaid at Windam's (where he was known to most 
of the fa- mily) he heard the bells ring, and feeing a company got together in the church- yard, which was very near the” [...]



Quantifying sources in Hume’s History
● Proof of concept for computational intertextual analysis
● How Hume’s history fits into its context

● What kind of history is Hume’s History of England?
● Is it an impartial account or is it part of a political project?
● To what extent was it influenced by seventeenth century Royalist authors?
● What does it mean in terms of Hume being a “Whig” or a “Tory”?



Sources
● Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO)

○ ~200,000 texts
○ full text OCR (optical character recognition) collection

● Early English Books Online - Text Creation Partnership (EEBO-TCP)
○ ~25,000 texts, hand corrected

● English Short Title Catalogue (ESTC)
○ library metadata catalogue
○ ~500,000 titles (pamphlets, books, newspaper collections, ...)



Histories in focus
● Paul de Rapin (Whig), History of England, 15 vols., 1726-32.
● William Guthrie (Court Whig), History of Great Britain, 3 vols., 1744-1751.
● Thomas Carte (Jacobite) , General History of England, 4 vols., 1747-1755.
● David Hume (?), History of England, 8 vols., 1778.

○ and 1st edition 1754-61.



Composition of the Histories in terms of 
references







Reuse by political affiliation of source





A closer look at the sources in volumes 
covering the Civil War (1642–1651)  and 

Charles I’s execution (1649)









Charles I execution and Hume’s 
impartiality









Hume’s History,
1754-61 and 1778 editions compared



First edition - redactions

vol. 5, p. 7. “Character of the puritans”



1778 edition - additions

vol. 7, p. 67



1778 edition, volume 7 - additions by section



Conclusions and future directions
● Hume as historian

○ helps dispute quantitative claims of Hume’s Toryism

● “Wide” approach: Historiography
○ can be refined to create an author’s “fingerprint” of source use
○ can be applied to trace changes over editions both to support close reading and to detect 

more general trends in historiography such as changes in source use practices

● “Deep” approach: Further refinement of the Hume -case
○ analysis of the nature of added and redacted segments
○ analysis of later influence by looking at reuses of Hume

● “Complex”: Combining with other dimensions developed in COMHIS
○ analysing how publishers and their connections line up with patterns in text reuse
○ texts handled as part of intertextual tradition & analysis of that intertextuality as whole

● Study of a computational approach to intertextuality & proof of concept



Thank you





Change in text reuse in Histories, over 
volumes, with high point in the volumes 

covering the English Civil War



Influence on later Histories









Conclusions
● Regarding DH and History

○ show how dh methods can open new approaches to historiography
○ mapping intertextual connections on this level hasn’t been done
○ can reveal previously unknown or overlooked influences

● Hume as historian, Historiography
○ help refute quantitative claims of Hume’s Toryism
○ can be refined to create author’s “fingerprint” of source use



Some future directions

○ refining the approach here - creation of “automatic critical editions”
○ linked with ESTC publisher data
○ profiling publishers, their connections, shared texts and copying practices


